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ABSTRACT
Blu is a mobile banking service from BCA Digital which is designed and developed to make it easier for its customers to make financial and non-financial transactions via mobile phones. Currently, Blu already has a BI Fast Payment system for its services. BI Fast Payment is infrastructure. A national retail Payment System that can facilitate retail payments in real-time, safe, efficient, and available at any time. With the BI Fast Payment system, customers can make inter-bank transfers more efficiently and effectively than usual, which is IDR 2,500 per transaction. Not only can it be used to make payments, Blu can also be used for various purposes related to banking with various features such as: Blu Account for making purchases and withdrawals, Blu Saving for saving, Blu Gether which can plan finances with other users, and Blu Deposit opens a time deposit service of at least IDR 1,000,000. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the use of digital banks is increasing in Indonesia due to the cashless system when making payments. Therefore, Blu is here to support the system. Blu still has many systems and features that need to be developed to make users more comfortable.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of information technology has brought people to a new era which is often called the era of the industrial revolution 4.0 [1]. Since the Covid-19 pandemic, the government recommends that all business sectors are always connected to the internet. Likewise, developments in the banking industry which have increased sharply in the current era are one of the main factors contributing to the bring changes in people's lifestyles. Changing lifestyles makes people prefer convenience, comfort, and speed in fulfilling needs [2] which was previously a physical economy that become a virtual economy so that all sales and payments are made online. For sales, the government encourages business actors to market their products through the market available place while for payment it is recommended to change it from cash to cashless using digital banking [3]. Almost all people follow the advice. From this, it can be seen in the field that many people use smartphones to scan a barcode when making a payment.

This makes the trend of digital banking in Indonesia increasing. Apart from the pandemic, the trend is also increasing following technological developments that are increasing. Many people think that the use of digital banks is more efficient and practical compared to cash payments. Digital banking is a banking service, the conventional system that is run with automation, and an Indonesian Legal Entity (BHI) which is providing and running business activities through electronic channels [4]. Digital banking is here as an answer to the development of information technology and lifestyle society amid digitalization. The advantage of using a digital bank is that digital banks have 24-hour service and can be accessed anywhere, admin fees are affordable because all activities are carried out online and
independently, the interest is quite large, and digital banks provide interest up to 4 percent which is 1 percent higher than conventional banks. Not only excellence, Digital banks certainly have a disadvantage, namely that digital bank users must always be connected to a digital bank internet network because to use all digital bank features, you must be connected to the internet network and some financial analysts also estimate the magnitude of the risk that will be borne by the customer if the bank goes into liquidation [4].

The digital bank trend is considered to be experiencing quite rapid development. The increase can also be seen from the value of e-commerce transactions in Indonesia, which rose from 106 trillion rupiah in 2018 to 403 trillion rupiah in 2021 [5]. Various digital banks have emerged to the surface, so the value of bank transactions this will also continue to grow. The problem that millennials feel in using digital banks is an impracticality [6]. Interbank transaction fees are not considered a problem, because policies and practices of the interbank transfer system that has been like that for a long time. Millennials who prioritize speed, feel hassled when they have to move their money from traditional bank accounts to digital banks [7].

2. ANALYSIS

Based on the background and existing problems, several analyze were conducted to support the solutions provided.

*Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat Analysis*

SWOT analysis helps companies to determine effective strategies that maybe take advantage of the opportunity based on the strength possessed the company, overcoming threats that come from outside and overcoming existing weaknesses [8]. Blu have multiple security features that support technological innovation and actively uses various technology's latest innovations to provide excellent service to the community. The account opening process is rapid and is done online, with the following conditions: only e-KTP [9]. Blu provides high-interest rates on savings and deposits but does not support overseas payments, because there are no virtual credit card accounts available such as Visa or Mastercard [10]. There is no foreign currency account for saving money in foreign currency and no debit card available, so you cannot take money from partner ATMs. Automatic payment is not yet supported for routine bills. Even though people can arrange payment notification [11].

There is a trend in the application of technology banking. With internet access, an average of seven hours a day they are very easy to turn to other hearts, or the positive language is easy to accept changes and prefer transactions non-cash alias thin wallet [12]. Banks carry out various strategies to continue to grow. one of them with encouraging the number of customers among students. There is a change in behavior from offline to online [13]. The use of advanced technology in bank business processes needs to be balanced by the transformation of the institutional order as a whole, including in terms of management, structure, institutions, and quality of human resources. There is a stigma of impracticality and many choices of financial products at the digital bank and public tends to be interested in banking services that are simple and offer a wide range of flexibility as well as a variety of gifts tantalizing [14]. Threats arise in the form of data security or more precisely cyber security.
The existence of ineffective risk management principles by P2P lending actors as well as other financial technology companies that adopt digital banking can be detrimental to customers or creditors. Many communities also experienced a decrease in income due to activity restrictions economy as a way to reduce Covid-19 infection. These are potentially having trouble paying the pay later installments [15].

**PESTLE Analysis**

PESTLE analysis is a tool or instrument used to analyze factors that exist in a country or market and examine the influence of these factors on the success of market competition. By using PESTLE Analysis, the effect of potential threats can be reduced while increasing strategic thinking skills, identifying new opportunities and seeking difficulties from new market penetration. PESTLE analysis is a tool for analyzing factors that exist in a country or market and examining how these factors affect the success of a company's market competition [16]. According to Investopedia (2019), PESTLE analysis stands for political, economic, sociocultural, technological, legal, and environmental. Political factors include government policies and legislative changes that affect economics such as taxes and labor law [17]. Economic Factors such as inflation, exchange rates, recession, supply, and demand [17]. Social and cultural aspects include consumer demographics, culture, and lifestyle [18]. Technology includes factors such as technological change, how technology is used in various sectors and industries, as well as research [17]. Legal factors that affect business such as consumer law, copyright law, and health law and safety [17]. Environmental factors have very little association with actual business including climate, pollution, weather, and laws relating to the environment [18]. The following describes PESTLE's analysis of the development strategy for Blu.

**Politics:** The government continues to improve public access to services banking. One of them is to encourage the banking world to implement financial service technology that is easy to use by the people of Indonesia [19].

**Economy:** During the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a change in people's behavior which tends to be physically contactless, including in conducting transactions finance. This opens the widest possible opportunities and opportunities for the banking industry to carry out digital transformation [20].

**Social:** Based on OJK data in 2019, the Financial Literacy Index only reached 30.03% and the Financial Inclusion Index of 76.19%. This figure is far from Singapore at 98%, Malaysia at 85%, and Thailand at 82%. A high inclusion rate with low literacy indicates a high potential risk. Because, even though society has access to finance, in fact, they do not understand the functions and the risk. Improving literacy is the key so that the level of inclusion that has been what happens can be more productive with minimal risk [21].

**Technology:** Many industries must transform to survive change. In this era, banking does not escape them by forming a digital bank. This opportunity is in demand because the Indonesian people have a large market potential technology literate generation [22].

**Legal:** The digital bank provides all its services online and does not have a physical branch office. As a result, customers can access banking services in hand only with a cellphone and internet access [23].
Environment: Article 23 of POJK Number 12/POJK.03/2021 describes digital banks as banks that carry out business activities, especially through deep electronic channels carry out their operations in the form of an Indonesian legal entity (new) as well as the results of the transformation of Indonesian legal entity banks into digital banks. This definition shows that in general, the banking function is no different than that regulated in Law Number 7 of 1992 as referred to in amended by Law Number 10 of 1998 concerning Banking [24].

Porter’s Five Forces Model

The following is further forecasting of the market situation using analysis Porter's Five Forces Model which according to David & David (2017) can be used for develop strategies in various industries [25]. The digital banking industry is one of the industries that are on the rise and most needed during the pandemic Covid-19. Therefore, there is still a small possibility for banks that can compete with Blu with various innovations and differentiation. There is other digital banking that has to dominate the market and become a competitor of Blu. That is why consumers have various choices in choosing the digital bank they want to use. But the threat of the product or substitution service can be restricted by technology quality, and brand image, as well as Blu's partners who are wide and many [26]. This is because Blu is one of the digital banking company in Indonesia which has 675,900 users and keep trying to embrace new users with convenience for the community [27].

Consumer Analysis

Based on segmenting, targeting, and positioning analysis, users of Blu are those with the age group of Generations Y and Z, middle economic class, mostly students and freelancers, with modern lifestyles who like convenience. Based on informal interviews with several respondents who are members of the getting started (18-30) and builder (30-59) age groups, we conclude that there is a general characteristic of consumer behavior in that age group. Those aged 18-30 are influenced by social influencers media/celebrities, friends, community, and references from the Internet. As well as the marketing network used such as social media, messenger applications, internet search (websites and blogs), electronic word of mouth, and online events. Those aged 30 - 59 years are influenced by extended family, community, socialite friends, social gathering friends, the internet, and artists. As well as network marketing used such as Group messenger, word of mouth, TV commercials, forums on the internet, radio, and online advertising.

3. STRATEGY

Integrated Marketing Communication

This advertising transformation is driven by the increasingly massive digital penetration of society as consumers. Through digital marketing, various campaigns support emerging products. The growth of social media users in Indonesia continues to increase every year. Data from We Are Social states the number of active media users on social services in Indonesia was as many as 191 million people in January 2022 [28]. Not a few consumers use social media to search for environmental-related content. So, marketers need to be active in using social media by creating regular content to promote a product or purpose. And can work together with online media platforms to disseminate information [29].
Blu UniFair

Technological developments make most students use the internet for daily activities, one of which is in terms of transactions and payments using digital banking. This thing causes competition in the banking sector to attract students as users or customers at the bank concerned. Blu UniFair is a form of collaboration between universities by making Blu a payment method and digital bank used by students related universities as well as sponsoring educational exhibitions or socialization to introduce Blu to supportive students’ through word of mouth in the form of providing information, persuading, and changing consumer perception [30]. Blu UniFair is a strategy in the form of an education fair held in universities to introduce and directly promote the Blu feature to the student. This strategy aims to attract students as users and log in as the payment method used by University. This strategy can provide a Blu application socialization experience, answer direct student questions that will increase confidence, and integrates account opening methods and other features directly.

Blu Concert Festival

Concert festivals are closely related to the millennial generation, especially nowadays, many young people like music from boy bands as well as other famous singers [31]. Blu Concert Festival cooperates with various entertainment companies in the country and abroad as a sponsor by using Blu as a medium payment for the purchase of concert tickets. A festival or event will increase consumer interest, engagement, and awareness [32]. This strategy aims to increase the number of users or customers who use Blu, increase brand awareness, brand interest, e-WOM (electronic word of mouth), and engagement, and increase sales and market share of Blu.

Blu Transport

Time, safety, and convenience are important factors that become a consideration for students in choosing transportation to campus or college to travel [33]. Blu Transport delivers convenience for students to buy transportation tickets that will save time and be safe. Collaborating with the transportation sector in ticket purchases will increase competitiveness advantage, continuous usage and purchase dependence [34]. The purpose of this strategy is to introduce Blu to potential consumers through digital access, to increase brand awareness, engagement and interest for consumers using Blu to expand market share and increase competitive advantage.

Blu Gamification

The existence of gamification as a marketing tool can increase positive brand engagement. Effectiveness in Gamification can be seen in the form of attitudes, intentions, and behaviors that are demonstrated by consumers associated with involvement in use [35]. The purpose of this strategy is to maintain and increase the number of Blu users, increase consumer engagement and customer loyalty for using Blu, increasing continuous use and competitive advantage.

Blu Level

One form of strategy to increase loyalty, participation, and customer transactions are reward points. Blu Level is a reward point service that has different levels or levels where each user
completes a mission then the user's level will be increased and each level will be given a different reward. The difference in levels will give a sense of exclusivity so that it can attract users to make transactions and get points that can be exchanged [36]. The purpose of this strategy is to increase the number of transactions and sales from users or customers and increase brand loyalty, continuous use, attachment, and intention to use Blu.

Blu Bill

Blu needs to develop features in applications that can answer the needs of consumers in particular students to be able to answer their needs so that consumers will feel satisfied and make Blu the top-of-mind digital banking application of choice for consumers in Indonesia. Thus, the application feature development strategy is appropriate to run where feature development is done by adding the Blu Bill feature. Blu Bill is a split bill payment which is a system by dividing the whole evenly the number of transactions made. Split bill utilization increases during the pandemic period which is supported by a shift in the behavior of society, especially young people who are moving toward digital activities such as hangouts and cashless transactions [37].

Blu Chill

The pay now pay later feature is increasingly popular in the community, especially among those who like to shop online [38]. BluChill is a similar service with a credit card where buyers can use this payment option when in need of an item, but do not have sufficient funds. The installment system also has a positive effect on increasing the number of transactions and additional customers supported by increased impulsive buying from customers using the installment system [39]. This strategy aims to increase the number of transactions and build cooperative relationships broadly, expanding the network of product use that will build brand awareness and increase consumer interest, increase the number of transactions through Blu with impulsive buying.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of strategy is implemented as follows:

1) Integrated Marketing Communication in the form of cooperation with various stationery shops and bookstores such as Gramedia, Periplus, Intermedia, Gunung Agung, Paperclip, Kinokuniya, and more to support students returning to college in the form of #BackToCampus by providing various campus needs that can be purchased easily using Blu accompanied by various attractive promotions. Blu will collaborate with various shops and companies to present new products or services, providing discounts, vouchers, cashback, and other interesting promos to attract students, using billboard ads and banner ads to introduce and communicate existing features and the latest features, both in the form of video content as well as images that can attract the potential market. Blu needs to be active in social media by holding challenges, giveaways, quizzes, game templates, filters, and so on that can reach students remember that today's young people mostly use social media. Using key opinion leaders, namely Victor Agustino, Gabriel Prince, Jess No Limit, Fujianti Utami Putri, and brand ambassador Jerome Polin to introduce products and services to well-known people through social communication / interaction. Blu will work closely with various universities as well as festival organizers to open booths accompanied by designs that attract students to visit. Blu will also provide barcode scans on every store and business that cooperates with
Blu to make payment transactions directly and directly introduce, explain in more detail, answer complaints and questions, help with account creation, savings, how to use and function of the features given at certain events held with Blu partners such as education fairs, festivals, and so on.

2) **Blu UniFair** is a strategy in the form of an education fair held in University to introduce and directly promote the Blu feature to the student. Blu UniFair also cooperates with the University by making Blu a payment method and digital banks used by students to save, do top-ups, and other campus needs.

3) **Blu Concert Festival** by cooperating with entertainment companies holding festivals concerts are accompanied by merchandise that can be purchased with terms of using Blu for payment. Provide a Blu booth at the concert festival location to promote how to use, account creation, and application features. Providing vending machines for drinks and snacks accompanied with payment using a barcode scan via Blu.

4) **Blu Transport**, by collaborating with public transportation providers such as Transjakarta, KAI, MRT, LRT, and app developer to develop the application system in the form of purchasing transportation tickets. Provides a place to scan Blu barcodes on public transportation such as on the busway, MRT, LRT, and KAI.

5) **Blu Gamification**, by developing applications that provide developed game features such as color match, color tap for collecting coins that can be used to buy decorations, clothes, accessories, and so on Blu's avatar. Users who can collect a certain amount of coins can exchange coins with prizes such as watch vouchers, cashback, buy one get one ticket, and so on so that users will be interested to use this feature continuously.

6) **Blu Level** in collaboration with the app developer to develop the Blu Level feature in the form of giving a special column for the user to do checking and redeeming points directly on the application. Collaborate with shops, payment services, and companies other related to point exchange in the form of coupons, vouchers, discounts, and more. Blu Level in the form of reward points by completing daily and monthly missions that can increase user levels, such as: do top up, split bill, save, invite friends and others, the user level will be increased and in each level will be given a different reward. Blu implements a reward point strategy in the form of daily check-in where users can get certain points if they routinely use the Blu application. Blu Level will also give a coupon in the form of a lottery number when the user has reached the highest level it will be drawn at the end of each year to get special rewards from Blu such as concert tickets, song albums, laptops, cellphones, travel tickets and so on.

7) **Blu Bill** in cooperation with the app developer developed an application system in the form of a scan, and picture to calculate the bill for each transaction user and an integrated system capable of sending bill amounts to other users. 8) **Blu Chill** in the form of additional feature development for installments.

5. CONCLUSION

The existence of a cashless system at the time of payment provides an opportunity for Blu to develop its applications into applications of choice for the community. Blu still has challenges and obstacles that must be faced because the Blu application is a new application and there are already more experienced competitors in this field. Our team has conducted a
series of analyzes and formulated a marketing strategy for the right one, namely spread awareness which consists of Blu UniFair and Blu concert festival, create interest consisting of Integrated Marketing Communication #BluBackToCampus and Blu Gamification, develop desire which consists of Blu Level and Blu Transport, and bring an action that consists of Blu Bill and Blu Chill. Based on the strategy we suggested, we are very confident that this strategy is effective and efficient to help Blu become even better.

From the conclusions above, our team formulated some suggestions that can be given including:

1) For the community, it is better to always be connected to the internet because of the development era and digitalization that is increasingly sophisticated and advanced.
2) For the government, during the pandemic, which is not over yet, it is better to appeal to all market participants to apply a cashless system in making payments. This matter aims to prevent the spread of the Covid-19 virus which has not yet ended.
3) For students, Blu should be able to reach students more from the strategies that are used we have recommended.
4) For Blu, the Blu team should always follow consumer developments in the field to be able to develop applications to be even better and not be left behind at times, and always make application improvements to avoid bugs in the application.
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